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Education and Children’s Services

REPORT TO BANFF AND BUCHAN AREA COMMITTEE – 26 NOVEMBER 2019
EDUCATION SCOTLAND CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT- FRASERBURGH NORTH
SCHOOL AND NURSERY
1

Reason for Report / Summary

1.1

In June 2019, Education Scotland published a letter outlining their findings
regarding a visit to Fraserburgh North School and Nursery in May 2019,
Appendix 1.

2.

Recommendations
2.1

Consider and comment on the contents of this report;

2.2

Endorse the Service’s continuing efforts in support of its schools
in the Education Scotland inspection process and in the raising of
standards of attainment and achievement in all aspects of school
life; and

2.3

Agree to further reports on Education Scotland school inspections
being presented.

3

Purpose and Decision Making Route

3.1

This report shares Education Scotland’s findings following a visit to Fraserburgh
North School and Nursery in May 2019. The Committee previously received a
report at its meeting on 11 September 2018 following a previous inspection by
Education Scotland in April 2018.

4

Discussion

4.1

During the visit, Education Scotland Colleagues talked to parents/carers and
young people and worked closely with the Head Teacher and staff within the
school. They gathered evidence to evaluate the school under the following
headings:
•

Leadership of the school and nursery.

•

Improve the school’s approaches to self-evaluation to ensure the school
develops consistency in high quality learning, teaching and assessment leading
to raised attainment for all children.

•

Improve the school’s approaches to self-evaluation to ensure the school
develops consistency in high quality learning, teaching and assessment leading
to raised attainment for all children.
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4.2

The inspection model is based on a previous visit to the school on April 2018
and from the school’s own self-evaluation, and how this is used to focus on
improving outcomes for young people in line with the Curriculum for Excellence.
Over the duration of the visit, Education Scotland colleagues gather evidence
and present their evaluation of the school in relation to the quality indicators
taken from “How Good is Our School 4” and “How Good is Our Early Learning
and Childcare”, (Appendix 2 – details of the quality indicators used).

4.3

Within these areas it was recognised that the following improvements/changes
had been made:

4.4

•

The Education Authority has taken prompt action to recruit a headteacher
to the substantive post.

•

A Parent Council has been established and is taking an active role within
the school.

•

The environment has improved with spaces created to improve learning.

•

The support for children is being improved through reorganising of
resources and defining roles and responsibilities clearly.

•

Quality Assurance procedures have been out in place to ensure effective
learning and teaching.

•

Staff training has been delivered in terms of nurture approaches, behaviour
management and acquisition of literacy skills.

The following areas for improvement were identified and discussed with the
Head Teacher and a representative from Aberdeenshire Council:
•

Distributed leadership should be further developed and involve staff in selfevaluation of progress.

•

The Head Teacher and staff should further develop professional dialogue
related to Curriculum for Excellence and the tracking and monitoring of
progress.

•

Promotion of equalities by all staff needs to be more evident across the
school.

•

All staff now need to harness their commitment to school improvement
priorities and work more effectively as a team.

•

Within Nursery, a more strategic overview of the needs of individuals and
the progress they are making now needs to be developed to ensure that no
child is at risk of missing out.
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4.5

The Head Teacher will continue to provide parents/carers with an update on
progress as part of the annual standards and quality reporting arrangements
and through ongoing dialogue with the Parent Council.

4.6

Education Scotland have indicated that they will revisit the school in the
summer term 2020.

5

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1

This report helps deliver Council Priority 3 - Providing the best life chances for
all our children and young people by raising levels of attainment and
achievement.
The report helps deliver Council Priority 10 – Having the right people, in the
right place, doing the right thing, at the right time.

5.2

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendation(s) is(are) agreed.

Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities
Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing

Yes

No
x
x

N/A

x
x
x
x
x

5.3

No risks have been identified in terms of this report relevant to the Corporate
and Directorate Risk Registers.

6

Scheme of Governance

6.1

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and had no comments to make
and are satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of Governance and
relevant legislation.
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6.2

The Committee is able to consider and take a decision on this item in terms of
Section B 1.2 of the List of Committee Powers in Part 2A of the Scheme of
Governance as it relates to a matter of performance in relation to attainment
and achievement which impacts on the Banff and Buchan area.

Laurence Findlay
Director of Education & Children’s Services
Report prepared by Sharon Mellin, Head teacher, Fraserburgh North School, Banff
and Buchan Area
Date: 30th October 2019
List of Appendices –
Appendix 1 - Letter from Education Scotland to parents/carers
Appendix 2 - Extracts from How Good is Our School 4
Appendix 3 - Three-year improvement plan for Fraserburgh North School
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APPENDIX 1- Letter to parents/ carers
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APPENDIX 2- Quality Indicators
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Appendix 3 – Improvement Plan – Fraserburgh North School

Closing the Attainment Gap
Raising Attainment for All
KEY DRIVERS

Deprivation

Communication

Cultural
Expectations

SECONDARY DRIVERS

Generational
Unemployment
Low Expectation
And
Aspirations
Substance
Misuse

High Level
Of
Offending

Local
Vernacular and
Level of
Literacy
High
Levels of
EAL
Parental
Engagement
And
Involvement in
Learning
Developmentally
Appropriate
Communication
Skills

Gender Bias

High Levels
Of
Domestic Abuse
Punitive
Behaviour
Measures
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Deprivation- Way Forward

3.3
2.2

1.25

GTCS

HSCS

Generational
Developing
Unemployment the Young
Workforce

HIGIO

PLODS

3.6

Year 1

Year 2

Planned
opportunities
for developing
skills for life,
work and
learning to be
introduced.

Begin to
develop
curriculum
rationale that is
relevant to FNS
and
encompasses
DYW

Opportunities
encouraged for
making
experiences
real and
relevant, this
will include
community
engagement
opportunities.

All teaching
staff to read
documentation
on DYW and
engage with
expectations
Staff training
on developing
skills for life,
work and
learning
(SfLWL).

Year 3

Staff actively engage
with DYW and skills
for life, work and
learning.
Planned opportunities
for DYW and SfLWL
throughout the school
week
Partner relationships
with several local
businesses that help
promote and develop
SfLWL and DYW
Digital literacy
continues to be
embedded as part of
the everyday
curriculum

Regular
community
engagement
events that
encompass
DYW and
SfLWL

Create Pupil
1.2
Leadership
Opportunities

1.27

3.4

Create
leadership
opportunities
within school.
Groups to be
support by
members of
staff – pupil
council, above
and beyond
monitors,
lunch time
clubs etc.
Leadership
skills to be
taught in class
through
carefully
planned
activities.
House
challenges to
be introduced
and Prefect run
clubs.

Digital literacy
skills regularly
taught across
the curriculum
Continue to
embed
previously
identified
leadership
opportunities
Build
leadership
capacity of
pupils and staff
through
various
opportunities
and activities
linked to
learning and
improvement
plan
Encourage
leadership and
ownership of
learning for all

Leadership and
ownership of own
learning becoming
embedded and
progression of skills is
part of the everyday
language of the
school.
Several groups,
activities and
initiatives are being
led by pupils with
minimum support
from adults
Distributive
leadership is in action
at several different
levels.
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Create links
with Local
DWP/Citizen
Advice
Offer
Volunteer
Opportunities
within School

2.5 1.6
2.7
3.1

2.2.2

Attend
Networking
events to
establish
contacts.

Engage with
partner
agencies to
support
families

2.7 1.25

2.2

Establish
connections
with Robertson
Road Day
Centre, CLD,
FDT, Rotary
club, local
churches and
Aberdeen
Foyer.

Volunteer
partnerships
begin to be
embedded
within school
and ethos of
mutual support
develops

Find available
opportunities
within school
and employ
first volunteers
in line with
Aberdeenshire
policies.

Establish
links with
NESCOL

3.3 N/A

3.1

Look to
establish links
for PE and
STEM.
Staff to attend
STEM focused
collegiate
sessions
Begin first
cohort of
groups and
lessons

Low
Expectation
And
Aspirations

Create &
Implement
Parental
Engagement
&
Involvement
Policy

2.5

N/A

3.6

Begin by
establishing
relationships,
parental
confidence and
trust.
Work with CLD
to create
appropriate
experiences to
engage
parents.
Slowly
introduce
identified early
interventions
that will have a
positive impact
on family life
such as
confidence to
cook
Provide
parents with
opportunities
to encourage
skills for life,

Parental
opportunities
for learning
SfLWL offered.

Volunteers are part
of the school
community and a
rolling program of
partnerships is in
place.
Volunteer
partnerships are
mutually beneficial
with pupils seeing
adults learning skills
for work alongside
them
Some volunteers are
parents and are
beginning to take up
paid employment

Shared learning
opportunities
begin to be
embedded with
FNS curriculum
Parental
learning
opportunities
investigated
and offered, if
appropriate

Family learning
opportunities
expanded to
include
parenting skills
and healthy
eating
Links made
between
different parent
groups through
community
engagement
events
Workshops
offered to all
parents around
importance of
communicating
effectively with
children
Parent run
groups are
more frequent
with less
support
required by

Nescol and FNS
provide regular
opportunities to
enhance the learning
for experiences for all
through regular,
planned partnership
working.
Parents and older
siblings are beginning
to engage with
learning
opportunities
provided by Nescol
Family learning
opportunities
extended to
incorporate
developing learning
skills for pupils
Parents regularly
gaining confidence in
developing SfLWL
through opportunities
offered by FNS and
partner providers.

Established parent
run groups in school
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work and
learning.

partner
providers and
PSW

Parent run
Mother’s and
Toddlers
established
with one
parent and
PSW trained as
parenting
mentors.

Develop Play
Pedagogy
across Whole
School

2.2

1.30
1.31
1.32

3.1
2.2

Provide
training for all
teachers- Sue
Palmer.
Lesson
structure and
planned
experiences to
have elements
of learning
through play/
discovery
learning.
Redesign areas
of school to
incorporate
this.

Improve
2.2 5.17Learning
1.5 5.22
Environments

3.1

Create Early
Level flexible
learning level
to allow for
planned
purposeful
play aimed at
challenging
each child at
the
appropriate
developmental
level.
Redesign
upper area to
create break
out/genius
zone to
encourage
discovery
learning with a
STEM focus.

Resource
library and
redesign to

Play pedagogy
becoming
embedded
within Early
Level and
beginning to be
developed
throughout
school.
Break
out/genius
zone
established and
used regularly
throughout the
school day. All
activities
purposefully
planned to
extern SfLWL
Children
beginning to
choose to break
out activities
and can justify
decisions in
terms of
learning.
Further
develop shared
learning
environments
to make
effective use of
space to
motivate and
encourage
learning. Team
Teaching
approach.
Begin to embed
STEM
curriculum and
strategies in
upper shared
area.
Plan for upper
shared area in
terms of STEM
and SfLWL
Fully resourced
and
operational
library staffed

Play pedagogy and
discovery learning
embedded
throughout the
school.
Planned purposeful
activities on offer that
challenge children’s
learning at the
appropriate level.
Child development is
key to the planning
process throughout
the school.
Children are excited
about learning and
talk with increasing
excitement and
engagement

Shared areas are
effectively planned
and meet the
developmental needs
of all children.
Areas are evolving as
the needs of the
children change.
Staff are forward
thinking in terms of
creating
environments which
promote curiosity,
inquiry & creativity
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help foster
reading for
enjoyment.
Ensure
appropriate
resources for
each
curriculum
area, replace if
required using
the expertise of
specialists.

Embed
Visible
Learning
Approaches

2.3

N/A

3.1
2.2

Conduct Visible
learning audit.
Deliver specific
training on
Learning
Intentions and
Success
Criteria.
Shared
understanding
and clear
communication
to be focus of
QA through
effective use of
Learning
Intentions,
Success
Criteria and
Feedback.

by senior
pupils.
Children
choosing to
read for
pleasure in
library area
STEM area fully
resourced.
Appropriate
and usable
musical
instruments,
art supplies
and PE
equipment
available for all
ages and stages.
Develop shared
language of
learning
throughout the
school
Growing
confidence in
effective use of
learning
intentions,
success criteria
and immediate,
relevant
feedback
Learning
intentions,
success criteria
and feedback is
embedded in
each lesson
Children can
talk about their
learning and
can articulate
progress in
terms of targets
and next steps.
Evidence of
learning within
jotters, profiles,
wall displays
etc

Substance
Misuse

High Level
Of
Offending

Develop
bespoke
H&WB
programme
for FNS

3.1

Develop and
embed
Restorative

3.1

N/A

N/A

3.2

2.2

Focus of health
and wellbeing
lessons to
focus on
keeping
healthy, being
safe and
equality and
equity.
Train all school
staff and pupils
on restorative
practices.

Begin to
develop health
and wellbeing
aspects of the
curriculum,
which
prioritises the
needs of the
school
community
Begin peer
mentoring
training with
identified
group of pupils.

Continue to embed
shared language of
learning.
Learning intentions,
success criteria and
feedback are fully
embedded in all
lessons
Children can
articulate progress in
terms of skills being
learned
Children are
independently
choosing projects/
things to learn, during
break out times. They
can justify decisions
in terms of what they
need to learn and the
skills they will gain
Evidence of learning
is throughout the
school with children
talking about what
they have learned and
why.

Begin to embed
bespoke health and
wellbeing curriculum
Adjust and adapt as
required.

Restorative Practice
will be common place
around the school and
fully embedded
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Buy copy of
When the
Adult Changes
Everything
Changes by
Paul Dix for
staff CPD

Approaches
across School
and
Community

Remove traffic
light circles
and replace
with Positive
Recognition
Boards.
Develop new
Managing
Positive
relationship
policy
Explain
restorative
practices to
parents
Roll out
restorative
practices
throughout
school
community
Monitor and
evaluate
progress.

Evaluate and
adapt
recognition
boards as
required

Social justice and
emotional literacy
will be discussed
regularly as part of
the overall curriculum

Continue to
embed
Restorative
Practices
throughout
school and the
implementation
of Positive
Relationship
Policy.
Review
celebration of
achievements
and adapt as
required
Continue to
monitor and
evaluate
progress
Train new staff
as required
Social justice
and emotional
literacy will
form part of the
health and
wellbeing
curriculum

Communication – Way Forward
OTHER

Improve Exposure &
Teaching of Vocabulary

HSCS

Local
Vernacular and
Level of
Literacy

HIGIO

PLODS

3.2 N/A 3.1
2.3

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Invest in
TalkBoost
training for
teaching and
PSA staff

TalkBoost will
continue to be
implemented
throughout the
school.

Work with
SALT to
establish
baseline
assessments

Staff are
confident in
using Makaton
with children
when required

TalkBoost
embedded
throughout the
school and
used
consistently as
part of early
intervention
model

Makaton
training for
Early Years

SALT regular
partners
working within
school to
encourage
language
acquisition.
Effective use of
baseline data
monitor
improvements

Communication
in Print
throughout the
school –
consistency in
all symbols
used

Word Aware
embedded
throughout
literacy
lessons.
Literacy is
actively being
taught
throughout the
school day,
specifically
language
acquisition and
development
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Communication
in print used
consistently
across the
school.

Develop Story Telling &
Rhyme

Introduce Emerging
Literacy Techniques

3.2 1.30 3.2
2.3

3.2 1.30 3.5
2.3

Early Years
workshops,
book bug,
shared book
corner.
Development of
Emerging
Techniques

Early Years and
ASL staff to
attend
Emerging
Literacy CPLD.
Focus on
developing prevocab
throughout the
school.

Staff trained in
effective use of
Word Aware
strategies
Workshops
continue to be
developed to
suit the needs of
the school
community.
Storytime and
rhyme form
part of everyday
interactions
throughout the
school
Continue to
embed
Emerging
Literacy in
terms of
vocabulary
development in
Early Level.

Embedded use
of data to
monitor
progress

Storytime and
rhyming
activities fully
embedded and
form regular
part of school
day

Pre-vocabulary
Aspect of
Emerging
literacy fully
embedded
throughout the
school

Share practice
in Early level
with the rest of
the school
Monitor and
evaluate
implementation.

High
Levels of
EAL

Collaborate with EAL
Department to
Support and Develop
Programmes

Parental
Engagement
And

As previous

Improve Exposure &
Teaching of Vocabulary
Develop Story Telling &
Rhyme
Introduce Emerging
Literacy Techniques

As previous
As previous

2.4

Provide
2.5
opportunities for
family
learning/engagement

1.1

1.3

Embrace and
celebrate other
cultures and
languages
Continue to
work in
collaboration
with EAL staff
to develop
English
acquisition

1.3

CLD to offer
ESOL classes to
parents
Create family
engagement
room to ensure
school is a
welcoming
environment

Languages
within school
are explicitly
being shared
and celebrated
Different
cultures are
being
celebrated more
regularly and
form part of the
curriculum.

Expand use of
family
engagement
room to further
meet the needs
of families.

Languages
within school
formally form
part of the 1+2
language
programme at
Fraserburgh
North
Celebration of
diversity form
part of the
inclusive
culture
Parents
actively
engaging in
several
community
groups run
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Open school to
local
community and
offer volunteer
opportunities

Involvement in
Learning

Investigate
possibility of
employing
family support
worker
Develop family
kitchen project
Draft Policy

Provide more
opportunities
for parents
being part of the
learning
process by
introducing
more
interactive days
and workshops
Continue to
build positive
relationship
with the
community and
be active
participants in
community
events

form the school
premises
Growing
attendance at
family learning
and
engagement
opportunities
Parents
developing and
using SfLWL to
access further
opportunities
within the
community

Begin to
formalise links
with NESCOL,
CLD, FDT etc to
provide
learning
opportunities
for parents

Multi-agency
partnership working

2.7 N/A 1.4

Begin to make
links with
partner
providers with
aim to work in
collaboratively
to address
social and
economic
issues.
Investigate
opportunities
for further
development of
collaborative
partnerships

Empower Parent
Council

1.3 N/A 3.4

Provide
opportunities
for training and
support
parental
initiatives
where
appropriate.

Develop shared
vison, values and
aims with whole
school community

1.3

2.3
4.1
4.2
4.3

1.4

Joint creation
with whole
school
community on
shared vision.
Values and
aims.

Embed practice
and continue to
establish
positive
working
relationships
Actively seek
out new
opportunities
to further
extend
partnership
working
opportunities
that will benefit
the school
community
Support parents
to run own
groups within
school
Parents
beginning to
actively
engaging in
appropriate
aspects of
decision making
within school
Support
development of
fundraising
committee
Embed vision,
values and aims
Develop
common
language that
promotes

Multi-agency
partnership
working is fully
embedded.
Relationships
are fully
established
with clarity of
roles and
expectations
fully met.

Fully
functioning
Parent Council
and fundraising
committee

Continue to

evaluate
practice and
monitor
engagement
with VVA
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Developmentally Work with SALT to 2.7
Appropriate
raise staff awareness 1.2
Communication and skills
Skills

2.8

3.3

Begin process
of embedding
VVA
throughout the
school.
Child at centre
learning
introduced that
meets the
developmental
needs of
children
Emphasis
placed on
appropriate
level of
challenge,
depth and
breadth to
ensure
appropriate
progression
Resources used
equitably to
ensure
achievement
and attainment
for all.

principles
behind vision
Evaluate
practice
Practice is being
embedded and
staff are
becoming more
skilled at
developing
vocabulary at
the appropriate
level for each
child on an
individual basis.
Family learning
opportunities
are beginning to
target effective
development of
communication
skills

Continue to
share VVA with
school
community
Staff are
putting into
place timely
and
appropriate
interventions
for each child.
Communication
skills
development is
fully embedded
within the
curriculum and
is central to
family learning
opportunities

Cultural Expectations – Way Forward

Ensure equity and
equality for all

3.1

OTHE
R
HSCS

HIGIO

Gender/
racial/
disability etc
bias

PLODS

1.1
1.2
4.1

1.1

Year 1

Introduce
support
materials and
staff training
Redevelop
Nurture and
Enhanced
Provision to
promote
inclusion and
equity
Write and
agree equity
and excellence
policy and
begin to
implement

High Levels
Of
Domestic
Abuse

Adopt Zero Tolerance
Policy

3.1

N/A

1.1

PSW to
investigate and
familiarise self
with services
as part of sign
posting
project.
Zero tolerance
approach to
rough play and
violent actions
from children

Year 2

Year 3

Begin to explore
vision fully to
continue to
promote an
inclusive
community

Continue to
embed inclusive
practices
throughout the
school
community

Equal rights,
respect,
tolerance etc are
planned for as
part of the whole
school health
and wellbeing
curriculum.

Evaluate practice
and address
issues as they

Continue to
embed equity
and excellence
policy and
practice
Children are
becoming more
aware of rights
and
responsibilities
and know that
support is
available within
school
Adults are aware
that the school
supports families
as well as

arise.

Support hub for
families fully
established and
regularly in use.
Parents are
beginning to
manage the hub
for themselves.
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individual
children.

Punitive
Behaviour
Measures

Introduce Restorative
and Nurture
Approaches

3.1

3.1
3.3
3.5

1.2

Series of
assemblies and
associated
class lessons
on respect and
conflict
resolution
Nurture
training for all
staff
Three day
intensive
nurture
training for
Nurture
teacher and HT

Continue to
develop support
hub for parents
Continue to
embed
restorative
practice and
nurture
principles.
Ensure new staff
are trained
adequately
Peer mentoring
will occur more
regularly as
pupils become
more confident
in positive
conflict
resolution
techniques
Children will
become more
resilient and
independent in
resolving conflict

Driver

Deprivation

Pupil Equity Fund Spend 2018-2019
Intervention
Employment of DHT – 3 days a
week

Communication
Cultural
Employment of EYP – 5 days a
Expectations week

Employment of PSA – 20 hours a
week
New resources for creative arts
and STEM
Development of library area
Development of community room
Development of chill out room and
pupils support worker room
Development of nurture hub
Development of ASL/EP provision
Development of STEM breakout
zones

Impact

Restorative
practice is now
common practice
across the school
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Staff CPD• Restorative practices
• Nurture
• Talkboost
• Visible Learning
• Word Aware training
Investment in Talkboost and Word
Aware resources
Development of staff work base
Creation and running of family
learning groups
Family engagement initiatives
Educational trips to extend
learning
Pupil Equity Fund Spend 2019-2020
Driver
Intervention
Impact
Employment
of
DHT
–
on
a
This
post
has been
Deprivation
withdrawn from October
Communication permanent basis – full time
position
2019 due to lack of
Cultural
suitable applicants.
Expectations
Proposal made to use
money to fund:
•
•
•

•

0.8 permanent
Principle Teacher
Full time
permanent Pupil
Support Worker
Part time
permanent Early
Years practitioner
(30 hours)
5 hours permanent
administrator

Update 29/10/19- waiting
for HR to advertise the
posts
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